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Genre-mashing pop duo LewRey will release their beautiful new charity 
single ’Til You Come Home on 2nd October on all major download & 
streaming platforms. This song follows the success of their latest 
single ‘Never’ and last years dancefloor-filling single ‘Somebody', which 
saw the boys play over 250 UK shows, win over festival crowds and pick 
up new fans every step of the way in 2015.


’Til You Come Home is a pop ballad that showcases Lewis Reynolds' 
talent for emotive songwriting and soulful vocals alongside Ian Walker’s 
chilled, stripped back beats that really help the track flow. The band 
have dedicated this single to their dear friend Scott Remmer and the 
Yorkshire Air Ambulance Emergency Services following a serious Road 
Traffic Accident that occurred in February of this year, leaving Scott 
with a severe brain injury.  Lewis and Ian both say ‘We would like to 
dedicate this song to the Yorkshire Air Ambulance Service, the hero’s 
that saved our best friends life. We will be donating all of the Single/
Single-Launch proceeds to the charity’. The bands clever 'rescue bird' 
metaphor helps emphasise the role the YAA helicopter in Scott’s terribly 
upsetting situation. The song displays a perfect balance of love and 
admiration for their friend and provides recognition for the charity that 
saved his life. Lewis' incredibly emotive lyrics paint the perfect picture 
of the emotions that were felt during this difficult time, but also shed 
light on what is deemed to be a miracle recovery. ‘He really is an 
unbelievably tough character. Despite how serious it was, we always had 
a gut-feeling he would pull through! We’re so happy to see him on the 
mend. It’s so incredibly important that people are made aware of this 
charity. Unfortunately we’ll never know when or if we’ll need it! It costs 
£12,000 to keep the Yorkshire Air Ambulance Emergency 
Services running for just one day which is equivalent to £4.4 Million per 
year, so its really crucial that we raise as much money as we can. 
Please buy our single on iTunes and contribute to this amazing charity.’ 
The song will be released with a brand new VEVO official video. 


LewRey’s combination of soul-pop melodies, club-ready choruses and 
indie dynamics has already led to airplay with BBC Introducing and live 
sessions on regional stations around the UK, and their growing fan base 
on social media regularly share their inventive medley videos online. The 
boys’ impressive musicianship and energetic live show has also blown 
away crowds at support slots with Professor Green, Example, Pendulum, 
The Japanese MistaJam and Aquilo as well as audiences at The 
CoffeeHouse university tour & various major festivals last summer.
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